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Abstract:

Zika virus is the latest emergent virus to cause significant morbidity and mortality, despite being identified over half a
century prior. Characterization of lesser-known pathogens should not hinge upon their outbreak status, as was the
case with Zika virus. This relative inattention has put the scientific and medical communities at a disadvantage,
especially with the apparent congenital effects. Stable and robust surveillance systems are needed in order to provide
early warning systems for public health response readiness.

Main Article:

Despite sporadic outbreaks in Africa since its identification, and the more recent detection and expansion of the Asian
lineage of Zika virus (ZIKV) in the Pacific region, ZIKV was relatively uncharacterized at the time of emergence in the
Americas [1]. To the point, GoPubMed© indicates that of the 1,366 publications returned with the search term ”Zika,”
1,091 (or over 79%) of them were published within the last year [2]. ZIKV was largely uncharacterized, as it was not
“on the radar” of the global community. Though not officially listed, ZIKV belongs to the dubious group, Neglected
Tropical Diseases (NTDs) that affect mainly the poverty stricken [3]. The World Health Organization (WHO) describes
NTDs as follows:

 

Neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) are a diverse group of communicable diseases that prevail in tropical and
subtropical conditions in 149 countries and affect more than one billion people, costing developing economies billions
of dollars every year. They mainly affect populations living in poverty, without adequate sanitation and in close contact
with infectious vectors and domestic animals and livestock.

Effective control against NTDs can be achieved when several public health approaches are combined. Interventions
are therefore guided by local epidemiology and availability of appropriate detection, prevention and control measures
that can be delivered locally [3].

NTDs are the source of many past, present, and (likely) future public health emergencies. However, according to the
United States Center for Disease Control (CDC), only six are “tool-ready.”  This means that, of the listed NTDs, only
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seven are well studied enough that a response can be quick and effective. Other NTDs that are listed (to say nothing of
the many pathogens that are not listed) are “tool-deficient” (Table 1)[4].

Table 1: The tool-ready and tool-deficient* NTDs listed by the US CDC as in [4].

*This list of tool-deficient
NTDs is not meant to be all-inclusive, but rather give examples of those NTDs currently affecting impoverished populations that are not tool-ready.

ZIKV was, of course, a tool-deficient NTD at the time of its emergence in Brazil in 2015. There were no approved,
readily available diagnostics and those that have become available have encountered a number of setbacks, including
the inability to isolate virus from patient serum (though there has been more success with urine), and cross-reaction
from antibodies raised to related Flaviviruses confounding results of antibody-based diagnostics [5, 6]. At first it was
thought that ZIKV would follow a similar pattern to the closely-related dengue virus (DENV), causing a range of febrile
illnesses. However, the surge in microcephaly and other congenital defects credited to ZIKV infections was unexpected
[7]. Subsequent research has shown that this propensity for ZIKV to lead to congenital and neurological complications
is not unique to this outbreak [8, 9]. At the time of its emergence in the Americas, ZIKV caught the scientific community
unaware and it continues to surprise, as there is mounting evidence that fetal microcephaly may only be the tip of the
iceberg when considering birth defects. For example, ocular malformations are being noted in children in the absence
of microcephaly, and studies are increasingly demonstrating brain abnormalities in addition to microcephaly, such as
calcifications of tissue [10-14].
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From The Beginning It Was A Matter Of Catching Up

The scientific and public health communities responded to the emergence of ZIKV and subsequent congenital
manifestations with gusto and our knowledge base has exponentially grown. However, from the beginning it was a
matter of “catching up,” as transmission was already intense and the devastating consequences being realized for
thousands of families. We were at a disadvantage before ZIKV ever emerged in the Western Hemisphere because the
virus was so uncharacterized.

Indeed, we are likely at a disadvantage for the next emergent pathogen. While many viruses over the latter half of the
twentieth century have been identified, the basic science and characterization of these viruses is woefully behind. Add
in the complicating factors of climate change, increases in urbanization and human density, the expansion of mosquito
vectors, and overall land-use changes, and what we do know is likely to change [15, 16].

Additionally, there is a lack of consistent, active surveillance to detect emerging pathogens such as ZIKV. If, for
example, we understand the transmission patterns of pathogens before they become important public health issues,
we can detect earlier the changes in those patterns that may indicate a pathogen is posed to emerge into human (or
animal) populations. Success of such programs has been noted with indirect disease surveillance data, such as social
media or internet search traffic data [17-19]. If systems are designed to capture “direct” disease data (i.e. field isolation
of pathogens, identification of expanded vector host range, etc.) and allowed to be stable long-term, these surveillance
systems would not only supply oft needed justification for funding of the basic characterization of little-known
pathogens, but would also offer data streams for hypothesis-driven research

Broad surveillance for pathogens allows for consideration of the ecological microbiomes. In this single Aedes mosquito-
driven, urban transmission system, there are currently four arboviruses within the tropics that are of public health
concern: dengue virus (DENV), chikungunya (CHIKV) virus, yellow fever virus, and ZIKV [20, 21]. In DENV endemic
areas, we currently are hard pressed to pinpoint the intensity of transmission of either DENV or of ZIKV, as estimations
rely on limited resources for definitive diagnosis in some countries. This is confounded by non-specific clinical
manifestations (also leading to misdiagnosis), and current surveillance systems that cannot broadly capture
asymptomatic or subclinical cases. The factors that lead to the emergence and intense transmission of CHIKV in 2014
in the Americas, [22] or how the emergence of these other Aedes-vectored viruses might alter DENV transmission
patterns, have not been fully elucidated. Future emerging pathogens are not likely to exist in isolation; neither spatially
nor temporally. Just as the human microbiome looks at the interactions of competing and/or commensal organisms in
our body, we must study these pathogens as they often exist: together.

Long-Term, Well-Designed, And Consistently Funded
Surveillance Systems Are Needed And The
Characterization Of Lesser-Known Pathogens Should Be
Prioritized

If the scientific and public health communities want to get ahead of “the next big thing,” long-term, well-designed, and
consistently funded surveillance systems are needed and the characterization of lesser-known pathogens should be
prioritized. In addition, access to the data should be broadly available to research and policy-making entities for the
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purpose of asking the questions regarding altered transmission patterns and, ultimately, emergence. While surveillance
may not have anticipated ZIKV’s introduction into a completely susceptible population – nor CHIKV’s the year before –
there is no shortage of zoonotic pathogens circulating on the edge of urbanization, primed to emerge in human
populations [23, 24].
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